
Clear Smart String Lighting is 
a wonderful system of lights 
that will remain lit even after 
one bulb burns out so you can 
clearly see - hassle free - which 
bulb needs to be replaced.

Clear LED Lighting produces 
a clear timeless display with 
long-lasting, low voltage bulbs 
for fewer bulb burnouts and 
lower energy bills.

Multi-Color LED String Lighting 
with Holiday Soundtrack!  With 
our multi-color lighting, you 
can choose one color, multiple 
colors, or the classic clear 
display. You can also choose 
a sound-activated light show 
to your favorite holiday tunes.

• Trimmed traditional silhouette

• Short, high-quality PVC needles

• Stands 6.5-ft. high with 45-in. diameter

• Hinged branch construction – 1015 tips

• Metal stand included

• Flame-retardant and non-allergenic

Christmas Time produces the most realistic artificial Christmas trees on the market, featuring all the 
long-term benefits that come with owning an artificial tree. No more shopping, chopping, and paying 
for a live Christmas tree again. Simply unfold out of storage, fluff and decorate!

Our Pennsylvania Pine Collection features a trimmed traditional silhouette with short needles and 
all-metal hinged branch construction. The lifelike foliage is constructed with non-allergenic and flame-
retardant materials. Multiple hues of green produce a truly unique, lifelike display.
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™

CT-PA065-NL Pennsylvania Pine 6.5 ft. Standard model without lighting

CT-PA065-SL Pennsylvania Pine 6.5 ft. 400 Clear Smart bulbs

CT-PA065-LED Pennsylvania Pine 6.5 ft. 400 Clear LED bulbs

CT-PA065-ML Pennsylvania Pine 6.5 ft. 400 Multi-Color LED bulbs + Holiday Soundtrack

Model Number Collection Name Height Description

The Pennsylvania Pine Collection


